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Introduction
• Measure the anomalous W tb couplings in the single anti-top 

quark production through e−p collisions. 

• Test the generic lowest order CP conserving Lagrangian for 
the W tb interaction, which allows a right-handed vector, as 
well as left- or right-handed tensor couplings. 

• Examine the one dimensional distributions of the various 
kinematic observables corresponding to all anomalous 
couplings in both hadronic and leptonic decay modes of W−. 

• Providing the constrain on the anomalous couplings on LHeC
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Single top production

• Single top production as a function of Ee, Ep=7TeV
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Theoretical modelling

• CP conserving, f is real, 

• CP violating, f is complex[hep-ph/0605190] 

• Measure the influence of fs on xsection and kinematic 
shapes 
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Upper limits from other experiment
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MC production and detector setup
• Use Ep=7TeV, Ee=60GeV, the electron beam is 80% 

polarised 

• Using FeynRules, MadGraph to generate signal and 
backgrounds.  

• The PDFset is CTEQ6L1, factorization and 
renormalization scale µF = µR = mt = 172.5GeV, mb = 
4.7 GeV, mW = 80.399 GeV, |Vtb| f1

L=
1 

•  Using Delphes for detector simulation,  
jet |pseudorapidity| <5, lepton and b jet |
pseudorapidity|<2.5, jet energy resolution =0.6/sqrt(E) 

• Jet algorithm, Antikt4, Btagging, efficiency@60%, truth 
match@0.4, c-jet and light jet are weighted with b 
tagging fake rate @10% and 1%, respectively 

• W decay to jets or leptons (Hadronic or Leptonic 
channel)
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Hadronic Channel: 
sig: p e- > ve t~, W > j j :    1.034 pb 
ccjjb: p e- > ve j j b :        0.073 pb 
ccjjj: p e- > ve j j j :        27.40 pb 
ncjjb: p e- > e- j j b :        2.84  pb 
ncjjj: p e- > e- j j j :        311.6 pb 
chad : p e- > ve c~, W > j j:   0.0194 pb 
f1l=0.5:  2.32 pb 
f1r=0.5:  1.38 pb 
f2l=-0.5: 1.07 pb 
f2l=0.5:  1.48 pb 
f2r=0.5:  1.68 pb 

Leptonic Channel: 
sig: p e- > ve t~, W > l vl :   0.346 pb 
cclvb: p e- > ve l vl b :       0.0059 pb 
cclvj: p e- > ve l vl j :       0.2096 pb 
nclvj: p e- > e- l vl j :       0.434 pb 
clep : p e- > ve c~, W > l vl:  0.0063 pb 
f1l=0.5:  0.776 pb 
f1r=0.5:  0.447 pb 
f2l=-0.5: 0.322 pb 
f2l=0.5:  0.472 pb 
f2r=0.5:  0.566 pb

Largest background for hadronic, cc-jjj



Event selection (hadronic)
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Event selection (hadronic@100fb-1)
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Parton Level

In the detector level, the signal efficiency is down to 
half due to requiring two additional jets. 

The background efficiency remains. need to re-
optimizing the selection

Preliminary result at detector level @1000fb-1 (on going)



Event selection(leptonic)
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Parton Level

Preliminary result at detector Level @1000 fb-1 (on going)

In the detector level, the signal efficiency is almost 
same, background is suppressed further more. 

Though background here is a small fraction.



Detector level figures
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Angular asymmetry analysis (leptonic)

• i, j means leptons, 
jets, b jets and EtMiss
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Parton level



Chi2 analysis using bin information

• 68% 
contour
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Correlation and error
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Combining two channels



Prospects

• Rough estimation, with higher luminosity, eg 1ab-1, the limit on |Vtb| f1L 

will be reduced to 1/3 (sqrt(10)) of its current limit (stat only). In that 
case the systematics is critical. 

• LHeC can provide stronger constraint on the anomalous couplings, 
when statistics increasing. 

• Both hadronic and leptonic channel providing sensitivity to measure 
the anomalous couplings, the leptonic channel has higher signal purity 

• Detector level study is ongoing, the hadronic channel suffers stronger 
background but the leptonic channel has good performance.
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Conclusion
• We observe high yields of single anti-top quark production with 

fiducial efficiency of ∼ 70% and ∼ 90% in the hadronic and 
leptonic decay of W−, respectively after imposing selection cuts.  

• Asymmetries of different kinematic variable, bin analysis help to 
improve the sensitivity of anomalous couplings to the order of 
10-3-10-2 for |Vtb| ∆fL1 with the variation of 1%-10% systematic 
error and others are of order 10−2-10−1 at 95%. 

• Luminosity error affect |Vtb| ∆fL1. 

• Overall comparison with different data shows that Wtb 
anomalous couplings can be probed at LHeC with very high 
accuracy.
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